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Joined: Mon Oct 16, 2006 8:16 am
Posts: 3096
Location: Cologne, Germany
				

				
					
					

						Hi all!

We have published NuGet packages without pre-release flag.

The packages have version 1.50.5147.

Link to our NuGet packages:
https://www.nuget.org/profiles/PDFsharp-Team

Note that we also published pre-release packages with version 1.51.*. Those looking for a stable version should get 1.50.5147 or a later version 1.50.*.


					
						
_________________
Regards
Thomas Hoevel
PDFsharp Team
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Joined: Mon Aug 10, 2020 9:41 am
Posts: 1
				

				
					
					

						Thomas Hoevel wrote:
Hi all!

We have published NuGet packages without pre-release flag.

The packages have version 1.50.5147.

Link to our NuGet packages:
https://www.nuget.org/profiles/PDFsharp-Team

Note that we also published pre-release packages with version 1.51.*. Those looking for a stable version should get 1.50.5147 or a later version 1.50.*.
These packages are now over three years old and there's some confusion as to whether they support .netstandard2.0 or not.

	 The first Project PdfSharp links to nuget ***here*** and this states ".NET Framework 2.0" at the very top - but when you add the package, it errors in a .net core project saying the package only supports .NETFramework versions 4.6.1, 4.6.2, 4.7, 4.7.1 and 4.7.2.
	 Similarly, the third Project PDFsharp-MigraDoc (very different combination of capitalisation BTW) links to nuget ***here*** which also states ".NET Framework 2.0" at the very top - but when you add the package, it also errors in a .net core project saying the package only supports .NETFramework versions 4.6.1, 4.6.2, 4.7, 4.7.1 and 4.7.2.

I've checked the beta versions and they are still also very much .NETFramework.  Has there been development on stable .netstandard or .net (core/5.0+) versions?

Thanks, 
BloodBaz
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Joined: Sat Mar 14, 2015 10:15 am
Posts: 909
Location: CCAA
				

				
					
					

						BloodBaz wrote:
These packages are now over three years old and there's some confusion as to whether they support .netstandard2.0 or not.
Please note that .NET 2.0 is very old while .netstandard2.0 is rather new and probably newer than those packages.
Nobody ever claimed they would support .NET Core.

There are internal builds for .NET 6.0, but I have no information when they will be available as nuget packages or source code.


					
						
_________________
Best regards
Thomas
(Freelance Software Developer with several years of MigraDoc/PDFsharp experience)
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Joined: Sun Oct 02, 2022 6:32 am
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						TH-Soft wrote:
BloodBaz wrote:
These packages are now over three years old and there's some confusion as to whether they support .netstandard2.0 or not.
Please note that .NET 2.0 is very old while .netstandard2.0 is rather new and probably newer than those packages.
Nobody ever claimed they would support .NET Core.

There are internal builds for .NET 6.0, but I have no information when they will be available as nuget packages or source code.



I am using PdfSharpCore for .net core 6.0. Is this an alternative of PDFSharp since PDFShart is not compatible with .net core 6?
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Joined: Wed Dec 09, 2009 8:59 am
Posts: 339
				

				
					
					

						msharma wrote:
I am using PdfSharpCore for .net core 6.0. Is this an alternative of PDFSharp since PDFShart is not compatible with .net core 6?
PDFsharp 6.0 now uses .NET 6 and the Core build no longer depends on Windows.

See also:
viewtopic.php?p=13700&f=1#p13700

"PdfSharpCore is a partial port of PdfSharp.Xamarin for .NET Standard."
Feel free to use PdfSharpCore if it fulfills your requirements. We cannot comment on PdfSharp.Xamarin or PdfSharpCore or the differences between the original PDFsharp and those third-party ports.


					
						
_________________
Öhmesh Volta ("() => true")
PDFsharp Team Holiday Substitute
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